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In order to calculate the dynamic loads between 
contacting teeth of spiral bevel gears, it is necessary 
to compute first the elastic deformation of the tooth 
contacting surface under an unit normal load located at any 
arbitrary point on the surface. This was accomplished by 
Chao(1) using the finite element method. TO insure 
accuracy, the finite element method was employed not only 
for the gear tooth but also for the gear wheel, hub and 
shaft. Such arr approach necessitates the use of a large 
number of elements, and the computer cost was found to be 
prohibitive . 
A simplified method is developed in this report to 
obtain the flexibility matrix, i.e., the deflection along 
thedirection normal to the surface at each grid point on 
the tooth face due to an unit normal force acting on this 
point. In this analysis, an existing finite element code 
SAPIV was used to compute the defornation of the tooth 
itself. For the deformation or' the gear wheel and shaft, 
conventional beam theory is employed. The total deformation 






In order to obtain the deflection in the normal 
direction due to an unit normal force acting on a given 
grid point(Fig. 2 - l ) ,  one can separate the gear into 
two parts: (1) tooth (2) wheel and shaft(Fig. 2-2). 
After obtaining the deflections from the above two parts, 
one can superimpose them to obtain the total deflection. 
Then the deflection in the normal direction at each 
.grid point on the tooth face can be determined. 
2.1 Deflection of Tooth Fixed on Root Cone 
By fixing the root of the tooth, the finite element 
Frogram SAPIV can be used to calculate the displacements 
of each grid point on the tooth surface for an unit 
normal load applied at any arbitrary grid point. 
calculation, three dimensional solid elemen$s(eight node 
brick) are used. 
typical spiral bevel tooth which h2s a profile geometry 
indentical to that used by Chao(1). 
In this 
Fig. 2-3 shows the node number of a 
Appendix A gives 
two samples of input data f o r  SAPIV. 
2 
2.2 Deflection of Wheel and Shaft 
Let us consider the wheel and shaft as a beam. 
There are two axial planes perpendicular to each other 
and a transverse plane for the phion or gear shaft as 
shown in Fig. 2-4(p. 25) for calculating the displacements in 
the xy plane, The boundary conditions are (see Fig. 2-51: 
where (D ) 
axis and 
axis at point E. 
is the displacement of point C along the y 
is the angular displacement about the x 
Y C  
The unit normal force acting at any grid point G 
(Fig. 2-6) can be replaced by a set of forces and couples 
applied at the center of the cross section cut by the 
transverse plane (Fig. 2-4) through the grid point. The 
principle of superposition is applied here, and the 
deflection due to the force or the couple can be computed 
separately as shown in the following sections. These 
deflections can then be added algebraically to obtain 
the total deflection. 
3 
2.2.1 Deflections Due To Bending Moment 
Fig. 2-7 is  t h e  f ree  body diagrm the u n i t  normal 
force acting a t  a g r i d  point on the gear contacting 
surface has been replaced by a s e t  of forces and couples 
applied on the center of the cross section cut by the 
transverse plane through the g r i d  point a t  a distance L 
I .  
from the y axis. 
T o  obtain the deflection and slope a t  L, the  beam 
is divided into 3 portions, 
Considering the  force equilibrium of the portion 
of the beam between B and E (Fig. 2-8), one obtains 
3: P (b - L) - Mg M2 (2.2) 
, The moment of i ne r t i a  of the cross sectional area 
wi th  respect t o  the neutral  axis is 
4 4 ;t drs - ri) 
I1 = .
TO ob ta in  the  deflection and slope at  B due t o  
the force P and moment M2, one can consider the deflection 
owing t o  P o r  M2 separately. Referring t o  beam deflection 
table (2) and using the principle of superposition the 
8 
4 
following results are obtained 
yi = ,%{P(, - b)(2d - 3 b  + c) + 
where E is the modulus of eiasticity. 
Appendix B shows a detailed derivation of the 
deflection and slope at point B by solving differential 
equation of the elastic line B C D E. 
Fig 2-9 is the free body diagram for the forces 
acting on the portion of the beam to the right of 
point L. One obtains 
M3 = P(x - L) - Mo 
Radius of pitch cone on the cross section pzssed 
by the transverse plane at a distance x f rom the y 
axis is 
P r = xtan0 P 
where 8 is the pitch angle. 
‘ 5  
P 
The moment of inertia of the cross-sect ional  area 
with respect t o  the neutral  axis at a distance x from 
the y axis is 
I3 = 4 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l  equation is 
L e t  
- 4P 
P nEtan49 
- - 4P - 
P A5 nEtan'(9 
A 6 = L + p  MO 
A - 
P A7 t a n 0  
c 
MO 
P - ( L  3 
4 ri 
-4 




6 -  
I' 
where 
D x + D  
y' = A .f( Dl + D2 + 4 ) d x  2 + c5 (2.14) 
x + A7 x + A7n 5 x - A 7  




D 4  = - 
C can be determined from the condition 5 
(2.18) 
y' = yI; at x = b 
7 
One obtains 
- - A CD InIb - A71 + D21nlb + A71 + (2.19) ' 5  - y B  . 5 1 
2 h ( b 2  D + A;) + -tan D4 -1 -1 b
2 A7 A7 
Separating variables and integrating one obtains 
Y = A {D ( X  - A,)lnlx - A71 - D1(x - A7) + ( 2 . 2 0 )  5 1  
D2(x + A7)lnlx + A71 - D2(x + A7) + 
D 
-tan D4x -1x - +lnC(")2 + 133 + c 5 x + C6 
A7 A7 A7 
A t  x = b ,  y = yBe one obtains 
C5b a 
.. 
Setting x = L, one obtains the deflection and slope 





2 h ( L 2  + A;) + -tan -1 + c 5 
If ri = o 
(2.24) 
9 
By knowing y' = yi and y = yB at x = b, one obtains 
(2.26) 
Replacing x by L into equations (2.24) and (2.25) 
(2.28) 
Setting x = a i n t o  equations (2.14) and (2.20)(or 
8 
(2.24) and (2.253 as ri = O ) ,  one obtains yA and yA* 
Then 
* 8 
YL = YA (2.31) 
The displacement of g r L  point G cul be.cafculated 
from the displacement of L by virtue of the fact that 
10 
. 
G and L lie in the same transverse plane which is assumed 
to remain plane af ter  deformation. 
Fig. 2-10 shows how the g r i d  point G moves to.the 
final position Zollowing the displacement of point L. 
Here 
D = lYLl 
e 
e = lYJ (2.33) 
Hence, one can obtain the displacement of the grid 
point G by rotation about point L and translation. 
2.2.2 Deflections Due to Shearing Strain 
Referring to Fig. 2-7 again, one can divide the 
beam into 3 p o r t i o n s  f o r  derivation. 
The maximum shear stress rmax is induced on neutral 




Then the slope of the elast ic  line becomes 
c 
where G is the shear modulus. 
Integrating 
y = -  *m=x + c7 G 
Usingthe condition: y = 0 at  x = c ,  one obtains 
- *maxc c7 - - G 
Then the deflection of point B becomes 
7 b  
+ 
- m a x  
yB - G 
(2.37) 
(2.39) 
Refering to F i g .  2-9 
P r = xtant3 P 
4 4  4 n.(x tan - ri) - 
I2 - 4 (2.40) 
1 2  
b2-= 2(rp - ri) 
dr 
t a n 0  
&=P 
P 
L e t  
4P 
P ' 8  = 3trctme 
P r = btan0 PB 
P r = Ltane PL 






D5 = ri?; 
1 
D 7 = - -  2ri 
Using the  conditions y = yB at x = b, one obtains 
‘8 = yB - A 8 [D 5 In I r pB - ril + D61nIrpB + ril + 
2 D 2  + rill 
(2.48) 
Set t ing  x = L, one obtains the  deflection and slope 
at point L 
yL = A 8 [D 5 In 1 r pL - ril + D61n(rpL + ril + 
If ri = 0 
y = A  J ’ d r  + C i  8 , 2 P  
Using the condition: y = yB at x = b ,  one obtains 
Setting x = L, the deflection and slope at point L 
become 
Y L - - -   Aa + c; 
ryL 
Setting x = a in equations (2.43) and (2.48) ( 




Using the same method disscussed in section 2.2.1, 
one can obtain the displacement of the grid point G by 
rotation about point L and translationL 
2.2.3 Deflection Due to Axial Force 
Referring to Fig. 2-7, one can divide the beam into 
3 portions for derivation of axial deflections. 
The cross-sectional area of the shaft is 
(2.61) 
The deflection along the axis of the shaft is 
P,(c - b) (2.62) 
. .  
(2) a < L < x b 
P r = xtane P 
The cross-sectional area of the pitch cone is 
2 2  2 





2 2  - nE(x tan e - ri) P 
L e t  
If ri 1 0 




If ri = 0 
6 -  b d x  
2 - Asla 3 
The displacement of grid point G due t o  t h e  vcial 
f o r c e  is 
2 
6 ~ 6 ~ + 6  
2.2.4 Deflections Due t o  Torsion 
Again, refering to Fig. 2-7, one can div ide  the  
beam into 3 portions f o r  derivations of torsional 
d e f l e c t i o n s .  
(2.68) 
The p o l a r  moment of  i ne r t i a  of t h e  s h a f t  is 
18 
The t o t a l  angle of twist of this por t ion  becomes 
- T ( e  - b) 
01 - GJl 
- 






P - tan0  
The t o t a l  angle of twist of t h i s  por t ion  becomes 
D? 2 -1 b -1. L -(tan - - tan ->I 




D9 = q (2.77) 
If ri = 0 
20 
1 D12 -1 b -(tan - - tan 
A7 A7 
(2.80) 
( 2 . 8 t )  
(2.82) 
$1 and 4, canthen be added to obtain the total 
vlgular displacement of the grid point G .  





























Fig. 2-6 Resolution of the u n i t  normal force 
acted on a grid point  
27 
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Fig. 2-10. Displacement of the g r i d  point G 
31 
CHAPTER I11 
D I S C U S S I O N  OF RESULTS 
3.1 ComDarison w i t h  Charles Chao's Results 
Fig. 3 - l ( p m  35) shows the variation of dynamic load 
factor(the ratio of the mvrimum dynamic load along the contact 
pzth to the static load at pitch point) as the speed of gear 
r o t a t i o n  is changed(bezing stiff'ness = 2,000,000 lbf/in, 
damping coefficient = 25 Ibf .s/in) * Since there are 11 degrees 
of freedom in the spiral bevel gear system, 2.1 peaks of dynamic 
load are expected. 
step in the Runge-Kutta method should be used to facilitate the 
convergence(Cha0 used H = ASTEPBG as the  t i m e  step in Runge- 
Kutta method, where ASTEP is the rotational vrgle of the gear 
between t w o  adjacent contact points used in Runge-Kutta nethod 
In the low speed region, a smaller time 
and WG is the angular speed of the gear). 
Compared with Chao's results in Fig. 3-2, one finds that 
the peaks in Fig. 3-1 shift toward the left side. 
is that Chao used snaller masses(m), moments of inertia(1) znd 
f l e x i b i l i t y  influence coefficients(a) in the gear system. From 
Dunkerley's Formula(l1) , one finds 
The reason 
where an is the largest resonar-ce frsquency, tr means 
32 
the trace of the following matrix, M is the mass matrix -
and is the stiffness matrix. 
-1 
When m and I become larger r;l becomes smaller. k( 
elenent in the stiff'ness matrix) is the reciprocal of a. So 
- K becomes smaller as a becomes larger. In Fig. 3-1, larger 
m ' s ,  1's and a's are used. Then the upper limit of on 2 
becomes smaller. 
toward the left side. 
This is why the peaks in Fig. 3-1 shift 
3.2 Effect of Mass anti Moment of Inertia 
The upper bond to the resonance frequencies becomes 
larger when the mass and moment of inertia become smaller. 
In Fig. 3-3# a l l  the factors are same as those used in 
Fig. +Is except the m and I a r e  smaller. It is seen that 
the peaks in Fig. 3-3 shift toward the right. 
3.3 Effect of Stiffness 
The upper bond to the resonance frequencies becomes 
larger when the stiffness becomes larger. There are two 
kinds of stiffness in the spiral bevel ge- system - 
contacting stiffness and bearing stiff'ness. In Fig. 3-3, 
a larger contacting stiffness was used in comparison to 
that used in  Fig. 3-1. In contrast, a bearing stiffness 
smaller than that in Fig. 3-1 was used In Fig. 3-5. 
Expectedly, the peaks in Fig. 3-4 noves toward r i g h t  due 
to stiffer teeth, and the peaks in F i g .  3-5  moves towar2 
left due to a softer bearing stifrhess. 
33 
3.4  Effect of DamDing Coefficient 
The change of dr-mping coefficient has little influence 
on the resonance frequency. 
as the damping coefficient decreases. 
damping coefficient (DC) 15 lbf.s/in was adopted instead 
of DC = 25 lbf.s/in in Fig. 3-1. It i s  clearly see that 
the dynamic load factor in Fig. 3-6 is considerably increased 
due to a d l e r  damping coefficient. 
But the dynamic load increases 
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C S P T E R  IV 
COMCLUSI ONS 
A computer code ''FIZXM" was developed to calculate the 
flexibility matrices of contacting teeth for spiral bevel 
gears using a simplified analysis based on the elementary 
beam theory for the deformation of gear a??d shaft. 
simplified method requires a computer t i m e  at least one o r d e r  
of magnitude less than that needed f o r  the complete FEM( 
Finite Zlement Method) Analysis reported earlier by H. C. 
Chao, and it is much easier to apply for different gear ar,d 
shaft geometry. 
bevel gears whose dimensions are shown in Fig. 4-1. 
case the teeth deflections due to torsion, bending nornent, 
shearing strain and z,uial force were found to be in the order 
lo+, lo-', lo'?, and respectively. Thus, for these 
gears, the torsional deformation is the most- gredominant part. 
The 
Results were obtained for a set of spiral 
In this 
In the analysis of dynamic load, resonance frequencies 
were found to be larger when the mass or norcent of inertia I s  
smaller or the stiffness is larger. 
coefficient has little influence on the rssoname frequency, 
but has a mzrked influence on the dynamic laad at the 
resor,ant frequencies. 
The charge in darnping 
41 
I 1.3125 -1 ,- 




8 = 1.249 rad 
e = 0.3237 rad 
Ng = 36 
Np = 12 
Pg 
PP 
6 . 2354  I 
17.725 
- 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a ( i n  Chagter 11) length along gear ( o r  pinion) axis from 
the apex of  pitch cone t o  the front  
plane ( r e fe r  t o  Fig. 2-7) 




length a long  gear ( o r  pinion) axis from 
the  apex of pitch cone t o  the back 
plane ( re fer  t o  Fig. 2-7) 
length along gear ( o r  pinion) axis from 
t he  apex of pitch cone t o  the center 
po in t  o f  thrust  bearing ( r e f e r  t o  Fig. 2-7 )  
damping coefficient 






length along gear ( o r  pir,ion) axis from 
t h e  apex of pitch cone t o  the center 
point of radial  bearing ( r e f e r  t o  Fig. 2-7) 
modulus of  e l a s t i c i ty  
length along gear ( o r  pinion) axis from 
t h e  apex o f  pitch cone t o  the end piane 
of shaft ( re fer  t o  Fig.  2-7) 
shew modulus 
moment of  iner t ia  















length along gear (or pin im)  axis from the 
apex o f  pitch cone t o  t h e  transverse plane 
through %he g r i d  p o i n t  G ( r e fe r  t o  Fig.  2-7) 




force along axis of shaft  
radius of hole ( re fer  t o  Fig. 2-7) 
rad ius  o f  pitch cone on the cross section 
passed by transverse plane at a distance 
x from y axis 
radius of  shaYt ( r e fe r  t o  Fig. 2-7)  
torque about x axis 
deflection a t  B i n  y direction 
slope at B 
deflection along axis of shaft 
pitch angle 
angular displacement zbout x axis a t  point 
E 
t w i s t  angle about x axis 
46 
r m a x  
ODn 
maximum shear stress 
the largest resonance frequency 
. 
47  
TWO SAMPLES OF INPUT DATA FOR SAPIV 






50 CATALOG ,TAPE 20, HSUS AP4-CEXWI UTFLEX, RP=99 9. 
60 EOR 
70 GEAR(5X6) 
80 90 1 50 
90 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0399854-2.4486161 .4517907 
(S , C OR RETURN)) 




















2 40 16 
70.000 












270 19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1352225-2.6996813 .3451271 
70.000 
























































1 1 1 1 1 1 1.2303581-2.9460965 .2087316 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.2303544-2.9534790 .0035044 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.2303507-2.9465525 -.2017395 
1.1710455-2.9677205 .la13078 
1.1710277-2.9732519 .00%0571 






















630 55 1 
70.000 
640 56 1 
70.000 









1 1 1 1 1 1.3255356-3.1849165 ,0410155 
1 1 1 1 1 1.3254829-3.1799661 -.1827477 
50 
123456789 123456739 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 1234 
56789 
70.000 
70 . 030 
70.000 
70.000 
650 57 1 1 1 1 1  1 1.3254301-3.1593141 -.4056129 
6 60 58 1.2617374-3.2064396 .OOW159 
670 59 1.2616901-3.2011132 -.1854066 
680 60 1.2616427-3.1540088 -.3791497 
690 6 1  
* 70.000 
1.1979185-3.2276346 -.0242081 
700 62 1.1978853-3.2222936 -.la75536 
710 63 1.1978521-3.2086911 -.3504202 
720 64 1.1341340-3.2484637 -.OS87046 
730 65 1.1341174-3.2434813 0.1893942 






(S,C OR RETURN)) 












(S,C OR RETURN)) 
7 50 67 1.0703415-3.2688987 -.0945045 
760 68 1.0702406-3.2647258 -.1909900 
770 69 1.0701397-3.2577056 -a2873113 
780 70 1.0065434-3.2889042 -.1315752 
790 71 1.0065002-3.2859255 0.1925240 
800 72 1.0064570-3.2818173 0.2533874 
810 73 1 1 1 1 1  1 1.4206645-3.4131983 -.1603038 
82 0 74 1 1 1 1 1  1 1.4206129-3.3933350 -.4014192 
830 75 1 1 1 1 1  1 1.4205623-3.3564603 -.6405270 
840 76 1.3523712-3.4340588 -.1974156 
5 1  












( S , C  OR RETURN)> 
8 50 77 1.35ma4-3.4157766 -.4054566 
860 78 1.3522856-3.3849026 -.GI20060 
870 73 1.2840544-3.4544599 -.2357822 
880 80 1.2840289-3.4382864 -.4083625 
8 90 81 1.2840034-3.4134364 -.5011130 
900 82 1.2157806-3.4743604 -.2754484 
910 83 1.2157640-3.4608747 -.4121853 
I 920 84 1.2157474-3.4420097 -.54a2869 
930 85 1.1474946-3.4937238 -.3164317 
I 940 86 1.1474580-3.4834143 -.4151088 I 






9 90 5 40 1 







1070 1 1 2 
- 70. 
ioao 5 1 3  14 
70. 









.3 .283 .0000073 
20 19 4 5 23 22 2 1 3 
32 31 16 17 35 34 2 1 
i234567ag 123456789 123556789 i234567a9 1234~6789 i234567ag 123456789 1234 
567139 
1 3 1090 6 19 20 38 37 22 23 41 40 2 
1100 10 31 32 50 49 34 35 53 52 
1110 1 1  37 38 56 55 41) 41 59 58 2 
















1130 16 55 56 74 73 58 59 77 76 2 
1140 20 67 68 86 85 70 71 89 88 2 
6 24 23 2 1 3 li50 21 2 3 21 20 5 
1160 25 14 15 33 32 17 18 36 3 5  2 1 
2 1  3 
9 c 1 
1170 26 20 21 39 38 23 24 42 41 
iiao 30 32 33 51 50 35 36 54 53 
( S , C  OR RETURN)) 






1 3 1190 31 38 39 57 56 41 42 60 59 2 
1200 35 50 51 69 68 53 54 72 71 2 1 
1 3 
1 
1210 36 56 57 75 74 59 60 78 77 2 
1220 40 68 69 87 86 71 72 90 89 2 
1230 4 1 .1916 .4065 -.8933 
1240 6 2 -.4541 .2562 -.8437 
1250 7 3  ‘-2046 ,4159 -.8861 
1260 9 4  -.4738 .2741 -. 8369 
1280 12 6 0.4903 ,2639 -.8306 
1290 13 7 .2324 .4339 -.8705 
1310 16 9 .2465 .4422 -.8624 
1320 13 10 -.5175 ,2473 -.8192 
i330 22 11 .I a03 .4923 -.8516 
1340 24 12 -. 4695 .3636 -. 8046 
( s  ,C OR RETURIV)) 
1270 1 0  5 .2185 .4251 -. 8784 
1300 15  8 -. 5047 .2551 -. 8247 
53 
123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 1234 
56789 
1350 25 13 . i 922 .501h -.8435 
1360 27 14 -.a81 .3 509 -.7992 
1370 28 1 5  .2050 .5106 -.8350 
1380 30 16 -.5035 .3402 -. 7942 
1390 31 17 .2i7a .5191 -.8265 
1400 33 18 -.5170 .3307 -.7895 
1420 36 20 -. 5230 .3222 -.7S51 
1430 40 21 .1687 .5761 -.7398 
1440 42 22 -.4850 .4384 -.7567 
1450 43 23 .1796 .5852 -.7908 
1460 45 24 0.502 4 .4252 -.7529 
1470 46 25 .1911 .5940 -.7815 
1480 48 25 -.5168 .4139 -.7434 
1490 49 27 ,2027 .6024 0.7720 
i500 5 1  28 -. 5 293 .4040 -. 7461 
1510 52 29 .2143 .6104 -.7626 
1520 54 30 -.5405 .3948 -.7'429 
i530 - 58 31 -1569 .6570 -.7374 
1540 60 32 -.5008 .509h -.6996 
(S,C ox ReTu!l:J)> 
14 10 34 19 . 2  307 .52n -.a178 
123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456739 L.23.; 
56789 
15 50 61 33 
1560 63 34 
1570 64 35 
1530 66 36 
1530 6 7 -  37 
1610 70 39 
1620 72 40 
1630 76 41 
i640 73 42 
1650 79 43 
1660 81 44 
1670 82 45 
1680 84 46 
1690 85 47 
i700 87 48 
1710 88 49 
1720 90 50 
1730 
1740 
( S , C  OR RETURN)>  







































-.7169 -. 6959 -. 7065 -. 6942 -. 6961 
-.6925 
-.6637 -. 6331 


























(S,C OR RETURN)> 
1780 






















( s , C  OR RETURN)) 
55 






























. ,  












P I N I O N (  5x6) 
90 1 so 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,7493591-2.5867077 .0961353 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 .7105503-2.5867380 .2 54 75 LO 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 .6396983-2.5867683 :4025284 
4 .7950604-2.5697191 .1267436 
5 .7586351-2.5697031 .2695487 












70 . 000 
7 .8406950-2.5527553 .1573071 
.8 .a067394-2.5526930 ,2840528 
9 .1537959-2.5526307 .4041128 
180 10 






















123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123.4567U9 1%34567:33 I234 
56789 















3 00 22 
310 23 
320 24 




1 1 1 1 1 1 .8276093-2.8262757 -.0357977 
1 1 1 1 1 1 .8148691-2.8262729 .1444194 






(S ,C OR RETURN)) 












(S,C OR RETURN)) 
350 27 .8880466-2.7890665 .2983160 
3 60 28 ,9903133-2.7705973 .050439L 
370 29 .9775167-2.7705719 .1656822 
380 30 .9513575-2.7705465 .2786274 
390 31 i.0418gia-2.75i9397 .0948586 
400 32 1.0317557-2.7519091 .1726900 
410 33 1.0158144-2.7518785 -2495356 
420 34 1.0907050-2.7333002 .1470639 
430 35 1.0859416-2.7332657 .1791881 
440 36 1.0802322-2.7332312 .2111591 
123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 1234 
56789 
450 37 1 
70.000 
460 38 1 
70.000 
















1 1 1 1 1 .8800131-3.0656536 -.1932156 
1 1 1 1 1 .9001061-3.0657021 .0036763 








(S,C OR RFL'URN)) 












(S,C OR RETURN)> 
' 553 47 1.0776598-3.0053157 -.0034644 
560 48 1.0707496-3.0053967 .1212768 
570 49 i.i333iz6-2.98~288a -.0896833 
5 80 50 1.1367420-2.9852550 -.0060019 
5 90 51 1.1340015-2.9852211 .0776976 
600 52 1.1952105-2.9650718 -.0420047 
610 53 1.1958550-2.9650548 -.0089431 
620 54 1.1955852-2.9650379 .0241219 
630 5 5  1 1 1 1 1 1 .8995507-3.3051870 -.3725657 
640 56 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9584656-3.3051394 -. 1655958 
59 
























(S ,C OK RETURN)) 
650 57 1 1 1 1 1  1 .9728761-3.30509ia .0498089 
660 58 ,9703256-3.2835961 -.3641763 
670 59 1.0208089-3.2835200 -. 1791273 
6 80 60 1.0363269-3.2834433 .0120539 
690 61 1.0410536-3.2620206 -.3557925 
700 62  1.0830462-3.2619149 -.1929779 
710 63 i.0997358-3.26i809~ -.025676i 
720 64 1.1142966-3.2402622 -.3357601 
730 65 1.1452537-3.2401834 -.?.063931 
740 66 1.1613042-3.2401047 0.0743408 
I '  (S,C OR RETURN)) 
750 67 1.1888861-3.2186494 0.3055537 
760 68 1.2075308-3.2ia5239 -.2200953 
770 69 1.2200413-3.2183953 -.1335330 
7 80 70 1.2634673-3.ig6a262 - . 2 6 s m 2  
7 90 71 1.2695847-3.196758a -.2342216 
800 72 1.27493ia-3.ig6~5 -.20m07 
810 73 1 1 1 1 1 1 .8787037-3.5446358 -.5682a45 
820 74 1 1 1 1 1 1 .9813550-3.5448013 -.3600h41 
830 75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.03tn987-3.5449667 -.i342854 
840 76 .9556396-3.5215521 -.5715815 
60 
, 




850 77 1.0444118-3.521 5666 -. 3862 17% 
860 78  1.0976054-3.5215812 0.1876949 












910 83  
920 a4 
930 8s 
’ 940 56 
1.0325396-3.4984790 - a 4 8 7 7 0  
















980 90 1.3055622-3.4234599 -.4656248 . 
9 90 5 4 0  1 
70.000 
1000 1 30000000. .3  .2a3 .ooooo73 






3 1070 1 1 2 20 19 4 5 23 22 2 1 
7 0 .  
1080 5 13 14 32 31 16 17 35 34 2 1 
7 0 .  
( S , C  OR RETURN)) 
61 
123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12345678~ 123456789 1234 
56789 
1090 6 19 20 38 37 22 23 41 40 2 1 ‘ 3  
1100 10 31 32 50 49 34 35 53 52 2 1 
11 10 11 37 38 56 55 40 41 59 58 2 1 3 
1120 15 49 50 68 67 5 2 -  53 71 70 2 1 
1130 16 55 56 74 73 58 59 77 76 2 L 3 
1140 20 67 68 86 85 70 71 99 88 2 1 
1150 21 2 3 21 20 5 6 24 23 2 1 3 
1160 25 14 15 33 32 17 18 36 35 2 1 
1170 26 20 21 39 38 23 24 42 41 2 1  3 
1180 30 32 33 51 50 35 36 54 53 2 1 











123456789 123456759 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 1234 
56789 
1190 31 38 39 57 56 41 42 60 59 2 1 3 
1200 35 50 5 1  69 68 53 54 72 71 2 1 
1210 36 56 57 75 74 59 60 70 77 2 1 3 





1230 4 1 .2459 3 2 1 6  -.ai70 
1250 7 3 .3740 . m a  - . 7 m  
1240 6 2 0.6033 -. 7 862 .1338 
1260 9 4 -.5703 -.a077 .1497 
1270 10 5 .4556 .5940 0.6631 
1280 12 6 -.2475 .2416 -.9383 
1290 13 7 .5149 .6190 -.5930 
1300 15 8 0.3479 .2139 -.9128 
1310 16 9 .5594 .6410 -.5256 
1320 18 10 - .4396 .LO76 -.:I784 
1333 2% 11 .I092 .5567 -.8246 
1340 24 12 -.6334 -.7652 .1154 
(S,C OR RETURN)) 
56789 
A 1350 25 13 
1360 27 14 
1370 28 15 
# 1380 30  16 
1390 31 17 
1400 33 18 
1410 34  19 
1420 36 20 
1430 40  21 
1440 4 2  22 
1450 4 3  23  
1460 4 5  24  
1470 46 25 
1480 4 8  26 
1490 49 27 
' 1510 52 29 
1520 54 30  
1530 58 31 
1540 6 0  32 
( S , C  OR RETURN)) 





,3899 -. 504 5 





,2580 -. 6436 

















m a s  
.654a 
a o a  




0.7117 -. 8672 -. 6546 -. 82  53 -. 5975 
-.7763 
-.SO45 
-.a559 -. 7725 
-.a134 -. 7329 




-.7574 -. 7533 
123456789 123456789 123456783 123456789 123456759 123456789 123456789 1234 
123456789 12.3456733 12'3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456759 1234 
56789 
1550 6 1  33 
' 1560 63 34 
- 1570 64  35 
. I '  1580 66  36 
1590 67 37 
. 16UO 69 33 
161 0 70 39 
1620 7 2  40 
1630 76 41  
1640 7 8  4 2  
1650 79  4 3  
1660 81 44 
1670 82 4 5  
. 16.30 fir, 46 
1690 35 47 
1700 87 48  
1710 38 4 9  
1720 90 50 
, 1730 
1740 
(S,C OR RETURN)) 
-.0481 
-.6112 






a.6517 -. 1779 -. 7286 























. 3  587 
-. 7486 -. 6927 -. 7265 
-.6276 
-.6976 
-.5584 -. 6643 
-.4859 
-.6848 -. 61 53 
-.ti974 
-.5404 -. 6926 
0. 4633 -. 6784 
-.3844 
-.6580 -. 3C40 
. 63 





















(S,C OR RETURN)) 
.+ 1840 






















( s , C  OR RETURN)) 












22 50 0 




DEFIECTION AND SLOPE AT POINT B 
Referring t o  F ig .  2-7, one obtains the reaction force 
at c from C (Mk)C = 0 :  
where (M,)C is the  moment about z axis through point C. 
To obtain the deflection and slope a t  B, the beam 
- 
is divide i n t o  2 portions. 
Considering the equilibrium of the portion o f  the 
beam t o  t h e  r ight  o r  p o i n t  C (Fig. B - l ) ,  one can obtain 
The moment of i n e r t i a  of the cross sect ional  area 
w i t h  respect t o  the neutral. axis is 
4 4 dr, - ri) 
I1 =  
Let E be the modulus of e las t ic i ty ,  the d i f fe ren t ia l  





(PL + RCc + Mo> 
A Z -  Exl 
Then 
y" = + 
Separating variables and integrating twice one 
obtains 
3 + -x A2 2 + clx + c* 
Y p 2 
0 . 7 )  
where C1 and C2 are constants of integration. 
The integration constants are determined from the 
conditionst 
L y = 0 at x = c and x = d 
Substituting these conditions into the equation 
( B . 8 )  one obtains 
67 
With these  values, the  slope at x = c can be obtained 
G = g(A1c + 2A2) + Cl (B.11) 
(2) b <-x < c 
Fig. B-2 is a free body diagram of the portion of 
the beam to the  r ight  of point  B. One obtains 
M2 P(x - L) - Mo 






PL + No 
A4= 
Then 
y " = A x + A , +  3 
y = 2 x 3  + 2 x  A4 2 + c3x + c4 
A t  x . =  C ,  y = 0 and y' = y& = g(AIc + 2A2) + C1, 
one obtains 
(B.18) 
Then the  de f l ec t ion  and s lope of  point B can be 
obtained 
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